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My Senior Gap Year Sunshine Coast Book Launch: 5pm Thursday 8 February, 2018 Who Said Gap Year's Are For The Young?
Gap year's only for the young? Not according to author Chris Herrmann in his new book "My Senior
Gap Year".
Chris Herrmann never intended to take a gap year. Certainly not a senior gap year. After a major life
changing personal loss, it was the sudden realisation that life can change in blink. "I wasn't hanging
waiting for the perfect retirement time" said Herrmann. "Life could go on hold, at least for a gap
year", he said
After backpacking around the world, one question lingered though, according to Herrmann. "Why is
it when we grey up top, we let our young generation have all the fun? They are out there in their
thousands. Enjoying the adventure of experiencing and learning about the world we live in." he said.
"We're seriously missing out." he said.
"It was never my intention to write a book", he said. "But after followers of the journey kept saying I
needed to put the stories into a book, that’s what I did." The book is not just about travel. It's also
about all those fears we all have. The ones that stop us from simply stepping out the door. Instead
it's about getting out there experiencing and learning about the fascinating world we live in.
The book is an invitation to experience the liberating feeling of escaping from the normal routines of
life. To feel the sense of being free to just go as you please. To discover and learn about new and
exciting places. Interesting people. Fascinating cultures. Issue that confront and challenge us. And to
share with the reader the many humorous instances that happen along the way.
But dreaming and doing are different things. "There were a hundred reasons why not to do this gap
year" he recalls. To give up his home, sell the furniture, sell the car. To take off for twelve months
backpacking around the other side of the world. "What, giving all this up? Surely, you’re too old. And
what, travelling solo?" were the messages that confronted him. But thankfully his gut feeling won
over.
The Book tells his story in his own unique style, from not knowing a word of Spanish to his humorous
attempts to communicate with the people he encountered.
Backpacking from one country to another. Experiencing every form of transport from a horse and
cart to a five-star coach. From sleeping on the floor of a Buddhist temple to a mat in the middle of a
jungle.
How his experiences with the people he met, like drugs, waste, terrorism have changed his views. He
left with no purpose, other than to step out the door, travel and explore.
But then how he turned an opportunity he discovered in the middle of the desert to benefiting
charities worth around quarter million dollars. And that was just at the beginning of his journey. My
Senior Gap Year. It’s never too late.
The Sunshine Coast My Senior Gap Year Book Launch is being held in Maroochydore, this Thursday
8 February at 5pm. For more details see myseniorgapyear.com/events-maroochydore
The book is available from myseniorgapyear.com
For more information and interviews, please contact Chris Herrmann, 0419 030 863
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